Cleaning instructions WMF 1200 S Easy Milk
Please refer to the User Manual.
Follow the overview of the cleaning interval schedule in the Care chapter in the
User Manual.
Prior to the first cleaning, read the User Manual, Care chapter.
For all automatic cleaning programs, the combi spout, the milk nozzle, and the milk hose
must be installed.

Call up the care programs
Access a care program without a message having appeared on the display.
✻ Touch

your selection pls
08:15
09.01.2013

select clean.program
browse: -/+
Care pad

✻ Touch

until the desired program is displayed

Cleaning programs
Machine cleaning
1

2

cleaning

empty drip tray

OK: P
browse: -/+
switching off

OK: P
cancel: C
empty grounds cont.

OK: P

OK: P

browse: -/+

✻ Access the displayed
program by pressing
The display shows the
individual steps that must
be completed.

3

6

7
cleaning container
inserted

milk system in
cleaning container
start: P

✻ Disconnect the milk
hose from the milk
container
✻ Remove the milk
container
✻ Clean the milk
container
8

9

11 *

container
OK: P

✻ Remove the cleaning
container and rinse
thoroughly
✻ Touch

12 *
milk container
inserted
OK: P

✻ Place a collection
container under the
combi spout
✻ Place the milk
container into the
cooler
✻ Touch

Do not close the
cooler door.
10
time remain: 11 min

Duration approx.
11 minutes.
A minute countdown timer
shows the time remaining
in the cleaning cycle.
Some of the cleaning
agent remains in the
container.

✻ Add a cleaning tablet
✻ Close the manual
insert

remove and rinse
remove and rinse
cleaning
cleaning

✻ Place the cleaning
container into the
cooler
✻ Insert milk hose

cleaning in progress
start: P

✻ Touch
Machine cleaning starts.
If choc beverages have
been dispensed, the
machine cleaning starts
with mixer rinsing.

✻ Touch

* When cleaning with
the “switching off”
option
The message appears the
next time you switch on.

✻ Place the cleaning
tablet for the milk
system in the empty
blue cleaning container
Do not add water.
✻ Touch

insert tablet
into manual insert

start: P

Coffee machines with
water tank
✻ Place a collection
container with 2 l
capacity under the
combi spout

5

insert
insert
cleaning tablet for
cleaning tablet for

cancel: C

✻ Empty drip tray
✻ Empty grounds
container
✻ Confirm with

4

13 *
rinse
running

The hoses are filled with
milk. This results in some
liquid running out of the
combi spout.
This is finally followed by
a foamer rinse.
The coffee machine is now
ready for use.

14
Steps 3 to 5 and 7
Only if beverages
containing milk have been
previously prepared.
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Milk system cleaning
1

2

3

milk system cleaning
OK: P

4

5

insert
insert
cleaning tablet for
cleaning tablet for

browse: -/+

✻ Access the displayed
program by pressing

milk system in
cleaning container

The display shows the
individual steps that must
be completed.

start: P

✻ Disconnect the milk
hose from the milk
container
✻ Remove the milk
container
✻ Clean the milk
container

6
cleaning container
inserted
start: P

✻ Touch
Cleaning begins.

✻ Place the cleaning
tablet for the milk
system in the empty
blue cleaning container
Do not add water.
✻ Touch

7

8

cleaning in progress

remove and rinse
remove and rinse
cleaning
cleaning

time remain: 5 min

Duration approx.
5 minutes.
A minute countdown
timer shows the time
remaining in the cleaning
cycle.

✻ Place the cleaning
container into the
cooler
✻ Insert milk hose
Do not close the
cooler door.

Coffee machines with
water tank
✻ Place a collection
container with 2 l
capacity under the
combi spout

9

10

milk container
OK: P

container
OK: P

Some of the cleaning
agent remains in the
container.
✻ Remove the cleaning
container and rinse
thoroughly

rinse
running

inserted

✻ Place a collection
container under the
combi spout
✻ Place the milk
container into the
cooler
✻ Touch

The hoses are filled with
milk. This results in some
liquid running out of the
combi spout.
This is finally followed by
a foamer rinse.
The coffee machine is now
ready for use.

Mixer rinsing
1

2

mixer rinsing
OK: P

browse: -/+

✻ Access the displayed
program by pressing

3

mixer rinsing
start: P

cancel: C

✻ Touch
Mixer rinsing starts.

your selection pls
08:15

09.01.2013

After the mixer is rinsed,
the “Ready to operate”
display appears.

Manual combi spout cleaning

Special cleaning tablets for the WMF milk system
Order number 33 2622 0000

Prior to cleaning switch off using the ON/OFF button. Disconnect mains plug.

A

Caution.
Carefully disconnect
the milk hose

Cleaning tablets for the coffee machine
Order number 33 2332 4000

B
✻ Pull forward the lever behind the
combi spout
✻ Remove combi spout
If a mixer is fitted:
✻ Release the mixer hose
w User Manual
✻ Carefully disconnect the milk hose
from the combi spout
Place the aperture on the milk hose.

C

✻ Dissolve one cleaning tablet for
the milk system in a container with
0.5 litres of warm water
✻ Dismantle combi spout
✻ Place all parts of combi spout and
mixer hose in the cleaning solution
(combi spout in 3 parts)
All parts must be completely immersed
in the cleaning solution.

C
✻ After 5 hours, clean all the parts
thoroughly with a brush
✻ Rinse all parts very thoroughly
with clean water
If a mixer is fitted:
✻ Rinse mixer hose very thoroughly

Manual combi spout cleaning
t Foamer rinsing active : perform once per week (standard setting is active)
t Foamer rinsing inactive : perform once per day

✻ Reassemble combi spout
✻ Replace combi spout
✻ Insert milk hose
If a mixer is fitted:
✻ Insert mixer hose

